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Minor update of 08JUL22 
 
NROTC Supply Binder - Tab 3-13 

 

SUBJECT:  WAWF Create Miscellaneous Pay Voucher Non-Federal Entity with Social 
Security Number 

 
PURPOSE:  To inform NROTC Units how to create miscellaneous pay vouchers in Wide 
Area Work Flow (WAWF) for non-federal entities (NFE) with a Social Security Number.   
 
OVERVIEW: NROTC Units may be required to complete a miscellaneous voucher in 
WAWF to pay for tutoring services or to reimburse an NROTC student.   
 
ACTION REQUIRED: 

 
1. Follow the procedures in the presentation below to create a miscellaneous voucher in 
WAWF.   
 
NOTE:  In order to receive payment via this procedure, a NFE, the payee, such as a typical 
civilian tutor, must have a Certified Electronic Funds Transfer (CEFT) account.  To ensure 
the smoothest and fastest transaction, you should ensure the payee has an account or sets 
one up PRIOR to creating a Miscellaneous Pay Voucher in WAWF.  If the payee does not 
have a CEFT account, the Voucher will be placed in a Suspended status and you will have 
to wait until Defense Finance and Accounting System (DFAS) can be personally engaged to 
remedy the situation.  
 
Midshipmen (MIDN) and anyone else receiving regular payments from DFAS, are 
considered Federal Entities and therefore already have CEFT accounts.  For those payees 
select Federal Entity on the ACCEPTOR-Misc Pay page.   
 
Point of Contact: Mellody Donaldson 
 NETPDC Financial Technician 
 850-473-6409 
 mellody.donaldson@navy.mil 
 
 Kevin Robinson 

NSTC Contract Administrator 
847-688-4509 x 447 
kevin.g.robinson@navy.mil 

 

Jerry Long 
N4 Logistics Director 
847-688-4509 x 388 
jerry.e.long@navy.mil 
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NOTE: The actual appearance of WAWF/
iRAPT may vary from what is presented 
here, but the steps are the same.









Your DoDAAC here.















Enter N68732 here.







Enter 056521  here. Enter N3560A here.

The drop-down describes your choices.









See NOTE on page 1 of this document. 
Payee must have a CEFT account.

If you choose to continue to create the voucher without the payee 
having a CEFT account, you will have to send an e-mail 
requesting assistance to the following address:  
CCO-NAVY-Remit@dfas.mil 
If you do not know how to get a payee set up in CEFT, you should 
contact your iRAPT certifier at NETPDC and your point of contact 
at NSTC N8 for assistance.






















































